INTRODUCTION
Photoelectrons emitted from core levels represent localized sources of outgoing waves which can then scatter from nearby atoms to produce diffraction patterns. This paper deals largely with the ways in which such diffraction patterns can be used to determine atomic, as well as magnetic, structures in materials [1] [2] [3] .
The analysis of such data in a more recently suggested holographic manner so as to directly image atoms [4, 5) is also considered. The benefits that synchrotron radiation brings to such studies are emphasized.
Core-level fluorescent x-rays also should in principle lead to such diffraction patterns, and the potential for using these patterns for holographic imaging is also discussed.
PHOTOELECTRON DIFFRACTION
Photoelectron diffraction patterns are by now well known and much studied, and have lead to the increasing use of this technique for surface structure studies [1, 2, 3) .
The fundamental measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A photoelectron is emitted from a core level, and its intensity is measured as a function of its direction or its energy above a singlecrystal sample, yielding what can be termed scanned-angle or scanned-energy data, respectively.
In terms of the electron wave vector k, this is equivalent to measuring intensity as a function of direction k =-k/lkl or magnitude k = Ikl. Intensity variations are produced by the interference of the unscattered or direct wave component ~o and the various scatteredwave components ~j'
The resulting photoelectron intensity as a function of wave vector can be written in a simple single scattering picture as [1):
I(k) a I~o + Lj~jl2 a l~ol2 + Lj(~O*~j + ~o~j*) + LjLk~j~k* , ( 1) where ~j and ~k are arbitrary scattered waves.
For the illustrative case of photoelectron emission from an s subshell into an outgoing ~o with p character, the individual wave components here can be written out more explicitly in terms of (cf. Fig. 1 ): dipole matrix elements that are for linearly polarized radiation proportional to the yolarization direction (E) dotted into the relevant emission direction (k or };.j/rj = rj)i inelastic exponential decay factors exp(-L/2A e ), with L equal to the total length for some path below the surface and Ae the inelastic attenuation length; scattering factors fj(Bj) involving both an amplitude Ifj(Bj>land a phase shift Wj (B j) that are runctio'ns of the scattering angle 1) j; DebyeWaller factors Wj that allow for attenuation of interference due to vibrational effects; and ~inally, phase shifts due to path length differences of ,the form exp [ikrj] exp [-ik·}; .j] = exp[ikrj(1~cos8j)]' All structural information is thus contained in these last factors, with the path length difference between r/J o and r/J j being given by rj(1-Cos8 j ). Eq. 1 then becomes: I(k) ,0: 1(€'k)exp(-L o /2A e ) + ~j(€'rj/rj>lfj(8j)lwjexp xexp[ i{kr j (1-cos8 j )+Wj <B j)}] 12 , or, in more convenient notation: with (2) ,(3a) (3b) Here, one portion of the phase factor due to path length (exp [ikrj] ) is now incorporated into the Fj'S.
Eq. 3 can also be formally generalized to include multiple scattering [5a,6] , in which case each, F j must include a sum over the various single and multiple scattering pathways m with different total lengths Lmj that terminate in scatterer j just before going to the detectori within each multiple-scattering pathway, there also ,will be products of successive path-length phase factors and scattering factors. For emission from a subsh'ell other than s (i.e.' linitial > 0) the above expressions become more complex due to sums over initial and final magnetic quantum numbers and final-state interference between the Ifinal = 1+1 and 1-1 channels allowed by the dipole selection rules [6a,7] .
Expanding the square in Eq. 3,now yields
IFol2 = loCk) is just the intensity in the absence of any scattering. A normalized intensity function x(k) can now be calculated, very much as in the analysis of extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS): (5) and this yields Only single scattering is indicated for simplicity.
In a holographic interpretation of such measurements, the direct or unscattered wave ~o is identified with the reference wave, and the scattered waves ~j are identified with object(subject) waves. 
This form is useful in considering holographic analyses of diffraction. One common approximation is to assume that the scattered waves <l>j and*<I>k are small in amplitude with respect to <1>0' so that the cross terms <1>0 <l>j and <l>o<l>j* in Eq. 1 dominate the' structural information. This directly leads via Eqs. 3 and'6 to
This form directly shows that Fourier transforms of scanned-energy data over some interval ~k (8) should be useful for deriving path length differences rj(l-cosOj)' as discussed in a number of prior stu~ies [6b,8] .
Various types of information can thus be derived from such photoelectron diffraction patterns, and their primary characteristics are summarized below.
More detailed discussions with illustrative examples ~ppear elsewhere [1] [2] [3] .
-Atom specificity: The measurements are inherently atom-specific, since core level energies can always be found that are unique toa given atom. Thus, the local structure around each of the atomic types in a sample can be studied.
-Chemical-state specificity: For many systems, core levels furthermore exhibit chemical shifts or surface shifts, so that the structure around different chemical/surface st~tes of the same atom can in principle be studied separately.
This has been applied for example to distinguishing surface and bulk metal atoms [9a] , the different sites in adsorbed molecules [9b) or atoms [9c] , an:d different layers near epitaxial interfaces [9d] . This application requires energy resolutions in the 0.1-0.3 eV range, and is thus well-suited to synchrotron radiation studies.
-Spin specificity: In atoms with a net magnetic moment, there can also be exchange-produced splittings of core levels in which the spin-up and spindown photoelectrons are separated in energy [10] .
An external spin detector can also be used to directly measure the spin polarization P =
. over a core spectrum [11] . This suggests the use of spin polarized photoelectron diffraction in the ~tudy of magnetic materials, as amplified below. In order to enhance magnetic scattering effects, kinetic energies of approximately 100 eV are required, thus again ) in general implying synchrotron radiation for excitation.
In addition, 6ircularly polarized radiation can be used in excitation of spin-orb itsplit-levels to enhanc:e one or the other outgoing spin polarization; this again requires synchrotron radiation, as discussed further below.
-Simple forward scattering:
In measurements at photoelectron kinetic energies of about 500 eV or higher, the scattering amplitude Ifj (OJ) I is highly .peaked in the forward direction (i. e. near (J j = 0). Various studies have by now shown that such forward scattering or ,forward focussing peaks can lie directly used to determine bond directions for adsorbed molecules [1, 3] and low-index directions for single crystals and epitaxial overlayers [1, 2] .
The higher kinetic energies required for this kind of measurement have led to its being performed primarily with laboratory x-ray sources in the 1.2-1.5 keV range, but higher brightness synchrotron radiation sources in the 500-1500 eV range would be equally useful for this work.
-Back scattering:
In measurements at lower photoelectron kinetic energies o~ less than about 300 eV, there is also a significant degree of back sc~ttering, and this can be used.in several ways to extract structural information concerning atoms that are "behind" the emitter as viewed by the detector [1,6b,12,13] .
Synchrotron radiation is again necessary to insure sufficiently low kinetic energies.
-Path-length differences:
Another direct form of structural information that can be obtained is the path length difference associated with a given scatterer j: rj(1-coslJ j ) [6b,8,12,13] .
As noted above, this requires Fourier transforming scanned-energy data over some interval ~k, and in turn requires synchrotron radiation to vary energy (and thus k) in small steps.
-Accurate surface structures:
In a smaller, but growing, number of studies to date, it has been found possible also to determine more detailed surface structures by fitting experimental diffraction patterns of either the scanned-angle or scanned-energy type to theoretical simulations for various possible trial geometries [1,2a,12] .
Theoretical calculations have been carried out at both the single scattering [1,2a] and more accurate multiple scattering [1, 6, 12] .
With careful analysis of such fits, e.g., via R factors, accuracies in the approximately 0.03A range have been obtained. However, further work is needed to speed up such structure searches and the multiple scattering calculations needed for the highest ultimate accuracy. Finally, . more rapid data acquisition methods are also called for; these will be'nefit from next-generation higher-brightness synchrotron sources as well.
PHOTOELECTRON HOLOGRAPHY
More rec~ntly, it has been suggested by SzSke [4] that such photoelectron diffraction patterns can be treated as holograms, with the unscattered wave ~o being identified as the reference wave of the hologram, and the scattered waves ~j being identified as the object waves.
A diffraction pattern that is somehow measured over a relatively large number of points in k space is then tranformed into a direct·three-dimensional image of the atoms surrounding a given atom using a Fourier-transform-like integral. This holographic interpretation of diffraction data is in a much more developmental stage, but several encouraging experimental studies have been carried out to date [14] [15] [16] [17] ., The hologram is now just the intensity I(k), or more conveniently the normalized function x(k), as measured over a range of solid angles and/or energies.
The simplest imaging procedure, as first suggested by Barton [5] , makes use of the Helmholtz-Kirchoff theorem from optics to calculate the atomic image U(~) (actually the source wavefield) associated with the hologram from: (9) where the integral on the direction of k is over the spherical surface on which the hologram is measured. Note that x(k) has here been multiplied by the complex conjugate of the direction-dependent part of the phase factor due to path length difference exp [-ik·~] , and that the magnitude Of.k is fixed.
Applying Eq. 9 to X(k) as written in Eq. 6 them immediately predicts the existence of both real and twin images at ±rj' as well as we~ker self-interference images at ±(~j-~k)' both potentially complicating features in structural studies.
Self-interference effects have been predicted to be generally S10-20% as strong as the real/twin images, although they may not always be negligible [lBb] .
Further taking the z axis to be along the symmetry axis of the hologram and thus usually also to be perpendicular to the surface and then projecting xCk) onto the kx,ky surface plane permits doing a two-dimensional Fourier transform with z as a variable parameter to yield the image U in a given z,plane as [5]: (10) If the full opening angle of the hologram as centered on' the z-axis normal to the surface,is defined to be a, it can further be shown [5] that the uncerta~nties with which positions can be determined in the three coordinates 'are given by: ~x = ~y = 1.22~/[ksin(a/2)] = 0.61A e /sin(a/2) in the surface plane and tlz "" 4~/[ksin2(a/2)] = 2Ae/sin2(a/2) perpendicular to the surface plane, whereA e is the electron de Broglie wavelength. These uncertainties can also be inversely related via the Uncertainty Principle to the ranges ~kx' ~ky' and ~kz that are spanned by the hologram [19] .
Holographic images may also be distorted due to anisotropy in the amplitudes of both the reference wave tPo and the scattered waves tPj' as well as the often significant phase shifts Wj due to scattering. Possible solutions to these p~oblems are to eliminate or correct regions of the hologram that are most non-ideal, as for example, over the forward scattering pe.ks [lB] .
As one example of this, we show i~ Here, data for S 2p emission at 1327 eV have been obtained for takeoff angles greater than 10° above the surface in order to avoid strong forward scattering and multiple scattering effects that may occur for emission directions more nearly parallel to the surface.
The images of the nearest-neighbor sulfur atoms are clear in both experiment and theory, and there is good agreement as to the degree of shift relative to the true positions of about' 1.0 A.
To improve the image positions, it is necessary to somehow correct for anisotropic scattering amplitudes and/or phase shifts in doing the imageproducing transform [20] . One correction method proposed by Tonner, is simply to normalize x<k) by a generalized scattered-wave strength F j during the integration, which yields a new image function U':
This has been termed the scattered-wave-included Fourier transform (SWIFT) method.
In practice, this procedure has to date involved simply dividing by a plane-wave or spherical-wave scattering factor, which may then have to be adjusted with position in space so as to allow for the different types of scatterers present [15, 20] .
The latter adjustment thus requires some advance knowledge of the structure, or, an iterative approach.
F j also can in principle allow for the anisotropy in the outgoing reference wave, as noted above.
The overlap of real and twin images is a problem shared with optical holography, but it is potentially more serious in images of surface structures, since the surface inherently breaks the inversion symmetry along its normal, and thus the twins of substrate atoms may overlap the regions in space occupied by adsorbate or overlayer atoms. One solution to this problem is "'to note that, for some cases, the region of the hologram most strongly affected by some atom at f: is well localized ina solie:--ar:.-i!:a region centered on ~; this was first demonstrated in theoretical simulations by.Saldin et al. [21] .
Analyzing only this portion of the hologram then may lead to an image in which the twin from another atom atf: is suppressed, as suggested by Saiki et al. for scanned-angle data from cases domin~ted by forward scattering [22] .
For backscattering cases at lower energies, Tong et al. [20b] have proposed analyzing scanned-energy data over only small windows in direction in order to emphasize a single scatterer behind the emitter.
In Fig. 3 , we show the effects of simultaneously using these last two image improvement procedures, again for the case of c(2x2)S/Ni(001) [lSc] . Only the. right balf of the hologram has been analyzed to focus on the position of the nearest neighbor along +x, and the SWIFT procedure has been applied in doing the image formation. The agreement between experiment and ~heory is again excellent, and the peak positions hav~ improved to nithin about 0.3 A oftb.~ Jcnown structure. This example thus suggests that even single-energy holographic images for adsorbate overlayers or thin epitaxial layers can be obtained with sufficient accuracy to be used for ruling out many possible structures and providing excellent starting points for more accurate final trial-and-error refinements.
Other single-energy, SWIFTcorrected results presented in this symposium for bulk COSi 2 at 700 eV are also encouraging [16a] .
However, previous work on bulk specimens of Cu [14a] and Si [lSa] at a single energy suggest that the presence of inequivalent emitters in several layers can lead to strong image distortions along forward scattering directions.
A more general approach for suppressing twins, as well as other deleterious effects in images, has also. been suggested by Barton [Sb] , and it involves making phased summations of transforms obtained at different energies Ei with wave vectors k i according to: This sum can in principle be performed either with or without correction for the scattered wave, although it has been included above in dividing again by Fj(k,~) in Eq. 12b.
In doing this sum, we have multiplied by the conjugate of the remaining phase factor due to path length difference exp[ikr), with X(k) containing such factors inside of the Fj'S (cf. Eqs. 2 and 3). The sum on k i now varies the magnitude of k, and se~ects out peaks at r j in space for which X (k), through the F j 's, contains phase factors
This method has been demonstrated to suppres~ twin images [Sb,lSbj, most multiple scattering effects [Sb), and self-interference effects [lSb).
For example, encouraging experimental images have been obtained for bulk Cu(001) by Terminello et al. [14b) and bulk Pt(111) by Petersen et al. (16) .
As an illustration of how well images can be improved by this summedenergy approach, we show in Fig. 4 a theoretical simulation of images for the same c(2x2)S/Ni(001) system [lSb).
The sum was over 13 energies between S62 and 1324 eV, with a constant ~k step of 0.3 A-I. The hologram was here calculated. over the region from 30° above the surface to normal, which should be the most nearly ideal portion of it, with weak, more isotropic, single scattering being dominant. Even with no scattered-wave corrections, the peak positions are here in excellent agreement with the Only the right half of the bologram used in Fi~. 2 has been analyzed to minimize real/twin overlap, and the SWIFT scatteredwave correction of Eq. 11 has been used in (b) 
and (d).
Experimental results have been used to derive the images in (a) and (b) , and single-scattering theory in (C) and ( The hologram spanned the more ideal scattering region from 30° above the surface to the surface normal.' A phased sum of transforms according to Eq. 12b has been made over 13 energies' between 862 and 1324 eV.
[From Thevuthasan et al., ref. 18b] known structure, the next-nearest-neighbor S atoms are somewhat visible, and the five Ni atoms underneath a typical S emitter are clearly seen. This simulation makes .the use of such summed-energy analyses look extremely encouraging for adsorbate and thin overlayer structure studies.
An important question that immediately arises is how many energies need to be summed over, and how small the steps ~k between them need to be to optimally reduce image aberrations and artifacts.
Thevuthasan et a!. have found in various theoretical simulations that about 10 energies spaced by a constant ~k are sufficient to yield essentially complete twin and multiple scattering suppression [1Sb, lab] • In addition, the size of ~)c must be small enough to push artifacts (related to aliasing in standard Fourier transform theory) outside of the range of interatomic distances that are to be studied. The behavior of these artifacts is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where images in thexy plane of c(2x2)S/Ni(OOl) are shown for different numbers of energies spanning the the range 862 to 1324 eVe Only the right half of the hologram has been analyzed to emphasize the real image due to the nearest-neighbor along +x. In going from 1 to 3 to 5. to 7 to 13 energies, we see a gradual suppression. of twin-related features in the left half of the image, as expected.
But anomalous features remain in circles at multiples of ~/~k away from the origin and these are fully moved out of the region of interest only in the last panel with 13 energies. Thu~, such criteria on the choice of ~k are crucial if image artifacts are to be avoided.
Tong and co-workers [23] have also proposed a similar approach for analyzing ~canned~energy data so as to simultarieously correct for scattered-wave effects and eliminate twin and multiple-scattering effects. This method does not require data sets over a large solid angle, but rather ,makes use of several scanned-energy diffraction curves that are then Fourier transformed and used to triangulate on the real-image positions of certain atoms.
In effect, what is being done in this ~rocedure is to Fourier transform a X(~) obtained along the direction kq over small steps in kq first and then to carry out a phased sum over sever.al larger steps in di'rection, as shown below:
Corrections for scattering amplitudes and/or phase shifts can also be included in this integral, in the same spirit as indicated in Eq. 12. Encouraging atomic images have been obtained using this approach for (j3 x j3)Al on Si(1l1) by Wu et a1. [17] . Comparison of Eqs. 12a and 13 makes it clear that these two approaches are fundamentally equivalent, in that they just i~terchange the order of integration and summation with the same overall phase factor of exp [-ikr 
However, the first emphasizes finer steps in k and the other finer steps in k. Thus, if both are carried out over equivalent ranges of ~kx' ~ky' and ~kz' one would expect roughly equal resolutions in the coordinates x, y, and z, provided that the k steps are sufficiently small in all directions to avoid spurious features due to the non-cancellation of twin and multiple scattering features (cf. Fig. S) .
For a given image accuracy, it is thus expected that these two approaches would require about the same size of data set. Data analyzed using both of "these variable-energy approaches has in fact been presented in this symposium [l6band 16c, respectively], and either one absolutely requires the use of synchrotron radiation.
PHOTOELECTRON DIFFRACTION WITH CIRCULARLY-POLARIZED RADIATION
If instead of linearly-polarized radiation, left or right circularlypolarized radiation is used for excitation, two distinct kinds of circular dichroism (CD) can occur: one due to emission in some sort of chiral experimental geometry ("normal" dichroism), and one due to spin-orbit splitting in the presence of an external magnetic field (magnetic CD or KCD).
The latter is based on the well-known Fano effect first discussed for atoms: left and right pOlarized radiation can cause preferential excitation of spin-up or spin-down electrons, even if there were equal populations of the two types in the initial filled core states.
In either case, the degree of dichroid asymmetry can be measured as a function of k via ,
where I RCP and I LCP are the intensities measured with right and left polarized light, respectively.
Very few measurements of the k dependence of A CD in core-level emission have been made to date, but we illustrate the types of effects expected with two examples.
Bansmann and co-workers [24a] have studied normal CD in C Is emission from CO adsorbed on Pd(lll) in a chiral experimental geometry. Some of their" experimental data as a function of electron emission angle 6 is shown in Fig. 6 , together with theoretical calculations based on several models.
The effects are quite pronounced, being as large as ±75% variations in A cn •
The three theoretical curves all agree reasonably well with the data: two are based upon treating an isolated CO molecule only, and one includes the effect of the Pd substrate. Two of these curves (------and -----) have been calculated by Westphal et ale [24b) in a single-scattering diffraction picture of the outgoing wave, thus emphasizing the fact that it is only through photoelectron diffraction that normal circular dichroism can manifest itself in core-level emission. Diffraction theory including the effects of the underlying Pd atoms (-----) clearly suggests that the substrate could produce important effects on such data, although there are as yet no conclusive experimental data indicating such effects. The future measurement of circular dichroism in core emission with synchrotron radiation from insertion devices designed to produce high-brightness circularly-polarized radiation,' coupled ,with analysis in terms of more accurate cluster-based multiple-scattering calculations [6d] , thus represents a very interesting new direction of study in photoelectron diffraction.
KCD has so far been studied only for a few cases in core-level emission, and then only with a fixed emission direction.
In Fig. 7 I we show the first data of this type due to Baumgarten et ale [25a] for Fe 2Pl/2,3,2 emission from Fe(110).
In the lower part of (a) are shown two partial spectra obtained with the sample magnetization parallel to and anti-parallel to the direction of helicity of circularly-polarized radiation; this is equivalent to changing from right to left polarization in the frame of the sample. The full spectrum in (a) represents an average over the two magnetizations.
In (b) , A CD is plotted, and it is clear that significant effects of the order of a few % are seen, even if they are much smaller than those found for normal CD in Fig., 6 Similar results have been obtained by Waddill et ale [2Sb] for Fe 2p emission from thin overlayers of Fe on Cu(OOl), again for a fixed direction of emission.
Both sets of data have been qualitatively explained in terms of preferential excitation ofphotoelect,rons of one spin or another in the 2Pl/2 and 2P3/2 peaks, combi~ed with a spin-dependent splitting in the core level that is probably linked to multiplet effects. However, no inte~ference between the Ifinal = o and 2 photoelectron channels has yet been included, nor has any spindependent final-state scattering and diffraction been, considered.
It is also clear that normal CD can co-exist with KCD, and tbat both types of effect in general need to be considered simultaneously.
~hus, future r-... . In (a), the average full spectrum is shown together with data for photon incidence parallel-to and anti-parallel-to the specimen magnetization.
In (b) , the asymmetry as calculated from Eq. 14 is plotted.
[ From Baumgarten et al., ref. 25a] studies in which both normal CD and Men are measured over a range of k and analyzed more precisely with inclusion of both of these effects represent an area of exciting future development in photoelectron diffraction.
PHOTOELECTRON DIFFRACTION/HOLOGRAPHY WITH SPIN RESOLUTION
If the spin of an outgoing photoelectron can somehow be determined, either through its origin in a well-defined multiplet splitting [10] or through direct external measurement with respect to an external magnetization axis (11] , then the spin-dependent aspects of photoelectron diffraction can be studied, for example, by comparing the patterns produced by e.xiting spin-up and spin-down electrons.
These effects were first studied by Sinkovic et al. [10] and made useo! multiplet-split l~vels to provide the spin, resolution. These experimental data provided evidence for a high~temperature loss of short-range anti ferromagnetic order that had not been observed previously. Such spin-dependent photoelectron scattering and diffraction will also clearly be an important part of the analysis of MCD data such as that described in the last section.
In two recent studies the additional possibility of spin-polarized photoelectron holography has been considered [26] .
Although there is as yet no experimental data on ,this subject, Kaduwela et al. [26a] have carried out model calculations on simple clusters.
Some of these results are shown in Fig. 8 for a two-atom oluster in which one Mn 2 + ion is the emitter and the other is a magnetically-orderedscatterer.
In order to look for spin-dependent exchange effects in the scattering, Fouriertransform images U(x,y,z) were calculated from Eq. 9 for outgoing spin-up and spin-down electrons; no scattered-wave correction was used in order to focus on the spin-dependent differences in the images. The kinetic energy was held constant at 120 eV for, both cases. ~he exchange interaction with the five parallel-coupled 3d electrons was included in the scattering potential if the photoelectron spin was parallel to the net spin of the Mn 2 + scatterer (t,t or ~,~), and was omitted if the photoelectron spin was antiparallel to the 'scatterer spin (t,~ or ~~t). The two simplest measures of these exchange effects are:
~(x,y,z,t-~,t) = U(x,y,z,t,t) ~ U(x,y,z,~,t), (15) which is simply a difference of two images, and ~'(x,y,z,t-~,t) ~ \Fo(x,y,z,t,t) -Fo(X,y,z,~,t)I, .< 16) in which F is the (complex) Fourier transform integral within U and the absolute v~lue is taken after calculating the difference. The second spin argument here is the orientation of the scatterer, here chosen to be up. Through its sign, ~ can be shown to be sensitive to the orientation of the scatterer, whereas the always-positive ~. can be shown to measure more directly the strength of the spin-dependent exchange scattering.
In Fig. 8 , the two image functions ~ and ~. are plotted for the two different orientations of the scatte.rer: spin-up in parts (a.2)-(a.4) and spin-down in parts (b.2)-(b.4) .
The effects seen here are 10-15% of the magnitude of the peaks in the direct U images, and thus shou1d be measurable, especially from higher-quality experimental data obtained with a next-generation synchrotron radiation source.
As expected from their definitions, ~ and ~. 'exhibit different behavior on flipping the scatterer spin: ~ changes in sign, whereas ~. does not. Thus, it has been suggested that the locations of near-neighbor magnetic scatterers could be determined via ~', and actual spin flips (e.g., as temperature is changed) could be detected via ~ [26] . '-14- (a) X-ray produced image.
(b) Image produced with artificially weakened electron scattering (s-wave only).
(c) Image produced with full-strength electron scattering.
[From Len et al., ref. 27} X-RAY FLUORESCENCE HOLOGRAPHY Finally, we consider another potentially useful structural probe: the holographic analysis of 'diffraction patterns in core-level x-ray fluorescence, as first suggested by Szoke (4) and recently considered more quantitatively in"theoretical calculations by Len et ale [27}. The outgoing fluorescence x-ray serves as the reference wav~, and the scattered-x-ray components serve as the object waves, just as in photoelectron holography.
But the scattering of x-ray by atoms is much weaker and more ideal than that of el'ectrons: the scattering amplitude is much more nearly isotropic (although stiil stronger in the forward direction) and is about 5,000~10,000 times weaker than for an electron at the same wavelength, and the scattering phase shift is for present purposes negligibly small over all scattering angles.
Thus, holographic images should be much more accurate, although ,also much more difficult to measure due to the weaker effects expected. Fig. 9 shows some results from this study (27) for a 5-atom cluster of Mo atoms, as shown at the top of the figure. Holographic images in the plane of the cluster are shown for ,emission of both 20 keY x-rays and 391 eV electrons from the central ,atom. The wavelength for both outgoing waves is the same at 0.62 l~ It is clear that the x-ray image in (a) yields peaks that are ·much closer to the true scatterer positions than the electron image in (c).
Intentionally weakening the electron scattering by including only the more ideal s-wave component of it, as shown in (b') , is found to yield images of similar quality to those of x-rays. / Thus, x-ray fluorescence holography (XFH) shows promise as a new structural tool that could be applied to both surface and bulk problems due to the greater x-ray escape lengths. However, this method will require the measurement of energy-resolved diffraction patterns over a large solid angle and with high statistical accuracy for~effects that will be only about 1/10 4 of the total signal.
In addition, the use of fluoresence xrays of fixed energy would prevent using a summed-energy approach such as Eq. 12 to suppress twin images. Nonetheless, with high-intensity undulator radiat~on for excitation and multichannel energy-dispersive detection, it should be possible in the future to at least test this intriguing idea.
